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Dear delegates and liberal friends, 

It is pleasure to be here with you in Tallinn for our 40th Anniversary Congress and an 

honour to present my first report as LYMEC Bureau Member.  

 

I will focus on three aspects of the work I have been involved in, that underlines my 

responsibilities within the Bureau: 

 Developing an innovative, organisational tool kit based on the experience of our 

member organisations is the task I am currently concentrated on as Trainings 

Officer. The tool kit should be designed to serve both LYMEC and MO’s in their 

organizational development. This makes an important step toward my belief that 

MO’s and IMS should act as local brunches of a party, so LYMEC voice is spread 

and heard in all regions and countries. 

 

 In order to make this relevant, I took the challenge to strengthen the network of 

liberal youth organizations from South East Europe – ISEEL (http://www.iseel.eu/). 

As part of my regional responsibilities (Moldova, Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, 

Montenegro, BosniaHerzegovina, Slovenia, Croatia, Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia): 

I co-organized the ISEEL Seminar on topic of “The Eastern partnership: 

challenges and opportunities” that took place in Chisinau from 24th to 26th of June; 

http://www.iseel.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanLiberalYouthLYMEC/posts/10153784779993730


 
Worked within my own organization by making the Summer School of the Liberal 

Youth of Moldova (LYM) happen between 26th and 28th of august;  

Delivered my best at ELF and LYMEC Seminar – The Future of the EU 

Neighbourhood Policy that recently took place in Bucharest. 

Moreover, in my regional work, I organized and facilitated the LIBSEEN Leaders 

Meeting and International Conference: “Europe post-Crimea! Security in regional 

and European context”, which had the support of the ALDE Party, FNF and VVD. 

 

 Representing LYMEC is for sure, the most responsible, but also exciting activity. 

During this period, I represented LYMEC with Danica at the General Assembly of 

European Liberal Forum, which elected a new Board of Directors and Igor 

Caldeira, Former Secretary General of LYMEC as its Treasurer.  

Other events attended was Yo!Festival and Bureau meeting in Strasbourg; Young 

Leaders Meeting and Bureau meeting in Dublin.   

 

In addition, I will try to sum up some key objectives and activities that I feel 

responsible to reach and realize: 

 Facilitating the exchange of experiences and developing new ideas on how to 

professionally organize and run a liberal political youth organization; 

 Organize more events on building capacity issues and twinning projects; 

 Improvement of my regional responsibilities, by being present and supportive to 

our partners and member organisations from the area.  

 

I will be happy to share more details on all of these during the Congress. Do not 

hesitate to ask questions and get in touch with me.  

 

Sergiu BOGHEAN 

LYMEC Trainings Officer 
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